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The Osage of the Flint Hills
Near Rosalia in east-central Butler County,
there is a trail that crosses from east to west.
It intersects with the California Trail and the
Texas Cattle Trail. It passes by the town of
Towanda, which stands on the edge of what
was once the buffalo range.
It is simply known as the Osage Trail. You can still see the trail today because Osage
hunters travelled on it twice a year since time immemorial, creating deep ruts into
the Hills and the banks of the Walnut River. This trail would take them through
Butler County into Sedgwick County, where they would hunt the buffalo. The
Osage and their buffalo trail are important to the founding of Towanda and Wichita.
The conflicts between the Osage and whites were minimal. They had traded for
many years, but during the mid-1800s there was confusion and conflict between the
tribes and the settlers who were making permanent homes on the land. Because of
the Nebraska-Kansas Act of 1854 and the Homestead Act of 1862, some areas within
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Butler County were open to white settlers, pushing many tribes to the Indian Territory
(now Oklahoma). Still the Osage had possession of their strip of treaty lands in Butler
County. This had been designated to them by the government in 1825. The surveyors
established a boundary line in the southern part of Butler County. To the dismay of
the Osage, the line was drawn too far south, and they protested by tearing down the
markers. This disputed boundary caused problems for the Osage because nearby was
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